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In October 2020, I had the pleasure of speaking with socially-engaged artist, lecturer, 
and curator Heather Raquel Phillips about how living through a global pandemic has 
shifted her work, life, and artistic practice. Based in South Philadelphia, she currently 
operates Pinch Hitter Projects (PHP) outside of her own home. PHP is a public gallery 
space she created in response to the pandemic and racial unrest from the past 9 
months. The name is a nod to the ballparks nearby.  
 
 
Staying at Home: the March 2020 Lockdown 
 
When asked about her initial response to the pandemic, Phillips described herself as a 
person who is introverted. As she enjoys time to herself, she explained that she did not 
have a problem with the shelter in place order. As an artist and educator, she typically 
worked three or four jobs at a time in addition to entrepreneurial side jobs—not to 
mention bartending at Dirty Frank’s! After some back and forth, her upcoming 
residency at Aquarium Gallery in New Orleans was cancelled.  
 
When life-as-usual stopped for her, Phillips recounted that being at home gave her the 
opportunity to make more work, including work of her own accord (as opposed to 
making work for a show). Staying Home was “good for me as an artist and how I was 
put together as a human.” In that initial time frame, she remembers feeling time 
unravel. As she realized the shelter in place order would be for the longer term, she 
took actions to sustain her practice and mental health.  
 
“Despite the space and time that I have been afforded to make work and spend time 
alone, as an introvert desires, I understand the struggles many are experiencing due to 
isolation and financial difficulties. It's a travesty that our government isn't taking care of 
its people.” 
 
Performative Masks 
 
Phillips recognized a trend of people posting selfies in their masks on social media and 
began collecting images. Through conversations with other artists about the 



performative nature of mask-wearing, she began making performative masks of her 
own.  
 
“While I was making the masks, I was taking long walks and would pass by a Covid 
testing site (at Citizens Bank Park). The first time I rounded the corner and saw the line 
of cars, I wept. It was a very raw and emotional time. The sheer volume of people 
waiting to get tested was an inside look at the pandemic. I began taking footage and 
made a video as well. It was a way for me to process the experience.” The video is 
now in Slought Foundations archives for Atlas of Affects  which is an ongoing show 
about work coming from the uncertainty of these times. 
 
Black Lives Matter and the Beginning of Pinch Hitter Projects 
 
After the murder of George Floyd on May 25, Phillips quickly evolved into the space of 
uprising against police brutality. Reflecting on where we were at the time this article 
was written, she said “My practice is always geared to translate to multiple 
communities. By this I mean I don’t want to make artwork for artists. I want to make 
artwork for everybody. I want to be as diplomatic as possible in that space.” Phillips 
seeks to create work that can be for both art theorists and people who have never 
entered a museum before. She described her step into a public direction as a “natural 
progression” for someone who makes banners and flags.  
 
In April, Phillips started installing brackets and side poles to the front of her house. Her 
initial plan was to begin showing work on June 12, or Loving Day, which celebrates the 
anniversary of the Supreme Court decision in 1967 to strike down the remaining 
anti-miscegenation laws that were in place. Phillips also planned to show work 
celebrating Flag Day, Pride, and Juneteenth. But on May 25, the day police officers 
murdered George Floyd, she made a banner and hung it on her house. This moment 
marked the beginning of Pinch Hitter Projects.  
 
The outdoor gallery space officially opened on Flag Day, June 14, and featured work 
by an artist out of Vermont and a Philadelphia-based artist. To her point of making 
artwork accessible to diverse audiences, she noted “I see people stop in my 
neighborhood to look at the exhibit, and this is the idea…to have a further reach.” As 
vigilantes started defending the statue of Columbus that day, the cops were called on 
the gallery opening. In spite of this, Phillips saw the small gathering as a success, 
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being “full of ideas we were talking about online and taking them into public space.” In 
other words, connecting with others unmediated by a screen.  
 
Ultimately, the project worked out as Phillips intended. She has since expanded the 
exhibition to include 10 artists. “Because I got this threat, I decided to look everyone in 
the eye in my neighborhood and say hello. I actually got a chance to connect with 
more people because I’m (usually) pretty to myself.” The plan for Pinch Hitter Projects 
is to continue indefinitely, and since the writing of this article many more works by 
different artists have been shown.  
 
Pa’lante Show at Practice Space 
 
As a result of creating Pinch Hitter Projects, Practice gallery offered Phillips an 
experimental outdoor exhibition where artists show work out of the windows on the 
second floor of the gallery building. Thus came the show Pa’lante, which in Spanish 
slang means “onward,” and connotes a rallying cry of social movements in Latin 
America and Puerto Rico.   
 
Phillips describes her work in this show as “a call for unity and self care to the people 
of the African Diaspora.” The flags embody “a love letter of sorts, a reminder… we are 
soft and strong but dangerous and resilient, like a rose that is lovely and fragrant as 
well as, thorny. A black diamond, precious but unethically sourced from Africa.” The 
exhibit offers themes and imagery that unite the community, ideas which speak to 
mutual support and of having each other’s backs. The show opened on August 15, 
2020— the centennial anniversary of the creation of the Pan-African Flag by Marcus 
Garvey.  
 
You can read more about Pa’lante in an article by WHYY here  
Heather Raquel Phillips on Instagram  
heatheraquelphilllips.com 
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